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William Averitt

“The Triple Concerto for Violin, Clarinet, and Piano with Winds is in two movements (rather than the
more usual three): a longer first movement in fluctuating and generally slower tempos is balanced
by a much shorter second movement. It is a classical sonata structure anchored (in largely nonconventional ways) on a D tonality while the rather ‘neo-classic’ second movement is written
overall in a D tonality only in its final pages.
The first movement’s sonata exposition is prefaced by a short, very slow introduction. The
exposition begins with a theme in the solo violin which is then elaborated by all three of the soloists
and brought to a climax by the full ensemble. A transition in a slightly faster tempo is announced
by the brasses. The tonality modulates from D to B for the subordinate theme sections; this is begun
by the clarinet soloist and makes a return to the tempo of the first theme. A relatively long closing
section starts with quick undulating arpeggios in the piano, back in the quicker tempo of the
transition. Since a large portion of the thematic expansion has taken place within the exposition,
the development section is relatively short. The recapitulation returns the A significant theme from
the exposition in original order, but all on a D tonality and shortened.
A brief coda/transition moves directly into the fast second movement. The first A section is
dominated entirely by the three soloists and features a perpetual sixteenth-note motion in the
piano. This leads to a full ensemble ritornello, a sort of refrain which will return in various
transformations throughout the movement. The soloists return for a second B section which is
dominated by a single rhythmic pattern—an eighth-note and two sixteenths. The third C section is
a four-voice fugue for the soloists entering in the order violin, piano right hand, clarinet, and piano
left hand. After several short sections that follow, the three largest sections begin to return, though
re-ordered: the B section, a ritornello and then the A section leading to the major climax of the score
on materials from C (now treated non-fugally). A very short coda ends the concerto.”
—William Averitt
The world premiere of the Triple Concerto was on February 9, 1996 at the Wharton Center, Michigan
State University, East Lansing, Michigan with the MSU Wind Symphony, John Whitwell,
conductor.
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An active conductor throughout his career, Averitt founded, and for ten seasons, served as Music
Director of Winchester Musica Viva, a community-based professional-level chamber choir. In 1988,
he was presented the first annual “Artie” Award for Excellence in Music by the Shenandoah Arts
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Oratorio Society.
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Additional information is available at www.williamaveritt.com.

